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Big Wheel Towing & Recovery is one of the largest
complete towing and recovery companies in New
England located in East Freetown, MA. Big Wheel
opened their doors 38 years ago, and their operation
has grown quite a bit since. Bob’s main focus is
doing the job safely and having the necessary
equipment to get the job done in a timely manner.
On the office end, over the past 38
years, Bob has compiled knowledge to
effectively invoice for the services ren30

dered for commercial and insurance
claims. In 2009, he started Recovery
Billing Unlimited, an organization dedicat-
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ed to teaching fellow towers how to
become more profitable for the work they
do. He shared with me about his businesses--how they started and what his
key to success is.
HOW IT STARTED
It all began when Bob got out of the
military in 1969 and immediately started
his construction business working seven
days a week for the next ten years. Since
he didn’t have time to spend with his kids,
he sold all the equipment and went into

selling cars at a new car dealership, going
on to become the top salesman in his
area--but the hours were still crazy. He
then decided to be a truck driver. Bob
went to a company near him called RS&B
Big Wheel to buy a over-the-road truck
and trailer. While there, the owner suggested that since he was so good at selling cars why not just rent his lot and use
his dealer’s license to sell cars on the Big
Wheel property. In only a year and four
months, he was so successful as a salesman that he had rented out all four of the
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bays. About a year later, the banker
showed up and said that they were going
to foreclose on the people that Bob rented from and they had to sell the building.
Bob had been saving up his money, so he
said, “I’ll buy it,” and they signed papers.
Bob kept the name Big Wheel and
started his towing business in 1980 with
one tow truck, a 1953 Ford F800. The
truck was formerly owned by Sunbeam
Bread, which is how they got the yellow
color for their trucks. The Ford only had
42,000 miles on it, and it had stayed
inside its whole life. It was equipped with
a Holmes 525 unit and a heavy-duty truck
tow bar. Bob states, “The key to being
your best, is starting out with the best!
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We invested in new equipment adding to
our fleet every year.”
In 1982, Bob purchased a 1970 9500
series GMC single axle, straight job with a
671 Detroit, 10-speed road-ranger. They
shortened the truck and put a used WellBuilt 600 unit on it to handle the heavier
stuff a little better. The following year,
they bought a 1970 R-Model Mack and
installed a W45 unit on it; now they were
really in the towing business. As the
times changed, so did they purchasing
bigger and more specialized equipment,
including ramp trucks, Landoll tractor and
trailer unit, hydraulic wreckers, cranes,
boats, large off-road track vehicles, a hovercraft, and front-end loaders. They have
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owned the largest factory-built wrecker in
the country, a Kenworth T800 five-axle
unit with the Jerr-Dan 85-ton rotator on it.
They operate a 2019 NRC 80-Ton HIM
T880 and a 2016 Peterbuilt 50-Ton sliding Miller 1150R Rotator. In addition,
adding new equipment to their fleet every
year, has been the key to their success?
FOCUSING ON FAMILY
Bob and his wife Rose own Big Wheel
and after 38 years still keep family at the
center. When you look at the staff, both
father Bob, along with his two sons,
David and Eric, work together with several other family members to make their
business happen daily. When administraVolume 8 • Issue 3 | www.towprofessional.com | Tow Professional
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tion is needed for Recovery Billing and
Big Wheel, daughter Linda, provides
what is needed. When issues relating to
graphic design and marketing come up,
granddaughter Jade, is there to take their
business to the next level of excellence.
With such a sense and presence of family, it is no wonder why their secretary,
Alice has stayed around for 25 years!
Like many towers across the nation, Big
Wheel has stayed family-focused by running their business with family.
SPECIALIZING IN TOWING
Bob said he entered the work force
when he was 13 to work for his uncle (a
former Marine Sargent who saw endless
hostile action during WWII) in his construction business. “He taught me to
never say, ‘No’ also because if somebody
else can do it, you can. Take ‘No’ also out
of your vocabulary. Don’t put selfimposed limitations on yourself.” Living
out that philosophy, Big Wheel provides
specialized services in addition to basic
towing and recovery. Most of Big Wheel’s
business is related to emergency
response calls, such as major rollovers
and accidents; however, they also provide
general towing services as well. Big
Wheel works with law enforcement
including the Massachusetts State Police
and various other departments in their
area. Big Wheel also takes on other jobs
that many other companies just can’t
handle—such as airplanes and underwater recoveries. Big Wheel has a certified
deep water dive team to recover vehicles
that find their way into waterways.
Specializing can expand your revenue
potential.
DIVERSIFING BUSINESS
Selling/Servicing Heavy Duty
Equipment
In addition to providing professional
towing and recovery services, Big Wheel
also has a wide inventory of used heavyduty parts and equipment for sale.
STARTING A BILLING BUSINESS:
RECOVERY BILLING UNLIMITED
The extensive experience and knowledge of the in’s and outs of the industry
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has led to the formation of another company: Recovery Billing Unlimited. Owners
want to grow their towing and recovery
company, but at times it can be difficult to
collect on an invoice, let alone navigate
some of the other financial and legal hurdles of running your own company.
Business success demands specialized
techniques. At Recovery Billing Unlimited,
we won’t tell you how to tow. What we’ll
do is teach you the advanced business
management techniques necessary to bill
properly for your services, teaching you
how to work with the insurance company
and not against them, ensuring that you
are paid what your job is worth.
Content that Recovery Billing
Unlimited offers include:
• Building the proper tow business
foundation
• Remediation of the accident scene
to free you from future liability
• Proper way of writing acceptable
recovery invoices
• Obtaining payment from insurance
companies for proper billing
• Billing on property damage liability
coverage only
• Laws to help get you paid
• Guest speakers include: Attorneys,
Insurance Executive, National
Certified HazMat and OSHA
Instructor.
Bob also notes the potential income
loss relating to improper billing, “Even if
you did the job right and provide the
right equipment, that doesn’t always
mean that you are going to get paid. You
need to know the value of the services
you provided and to be consistent in
your pricing.”
“Across the United States and Canada,
hundreds of managers and business owners are looking for ways to increase the
financial performance of their towing
operations. We have helped countless
companies to achieve exactly that. We
can do the same for you,” says Bob. Both
he and his son, Eric, present advanced
business seminars, covering everything
from properly writing invoices to how you
can make sure that you are paid by company owners and insurance companies.
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The techniques that you will learn in your
first class will be essential for your business to remain profitable. Recovery Billing
offers seminars at tow shows and in
Massachusetts. For a seminar schedule,
please visit our Facebook page or website:
http://recoverybillingunlimited.com/.
HIRING PROPERLY
You are only as good as the people
you have hired to represent your company. Since your relationship with the public
can make or break you, it is of the utmost
importance to do background checks on
those you have working for you. Drivers
out there making the tows happen will
have access to customer’s financial information, house keys, and other personal
possessions. For this reason, it is important that your employees are background
checked to makes sure that they will be
safe working with the public to maintain
and positive reputation and to reduce the
chance of inflicting legal and financial
obligations.
TRAINING ALL
RECOVERY PERSONNEL
“First thing I recommend is that you
and all your employees go to a
WreckMaster class! We made sure that
all our recovery personnel are
WreckMaster 6/7 certified. Proper training will reduce the amount of time your
driver spends on the roadway by increasing efficiency and being more prepared
for the situations he or she may face.” Big
Wheel is committed to exceeding safety
and training measures. His team certifications include: WreckMaster 6/7 Certified,
F.E.M.A. Emergency Management
Institute Certified, Hoisting Engineer
Licenses, HAZWOPER Certification,
Emergency Response Training Certified,
OSHA 10 Hour Training Certified,
Transportation Worker Identification
Credential (TWIC) Card, CPR/First Aid
Certified. Awards include: Massachusetts
State Police Rescue Awards, Donnie
Cruise Memorial Award for Best Heavy
Duty Recovery, Towman Life Saving
Commendation Award 2009, Towman of
the Year Award 2010. We aspire to provide our personnel with training that will

provide them with the skills to handle
dangerous and hazardous scenes in a
safe manner, while working cohesively
and respectfully with first responders.
STUDYING THE INDUSTRY
Over the years, we have found that submitting an invoice with itemized and consistent pricing, a detailed narrative, and onscene photos is more receptive with customers and agencies. Go into detail in your
itemization from the type of vehicle or
vehicles used, the type of personnel needed, and the type of cleanup required especially if a HAZMAT cleanup was needed.
With the growing emphasis on environment, it is very important to be informed of
environmental remediation and do the
right thing to protect it. We need to be
educated on the best way to take care of
the environment, in addition to what the
federal government requires in cleanup
and transport, and from a practical financial point, towers have been sued for not
properly cleaning up the scene.
VALUING PEOPLE
Bob said that towers are the best people in the world. Treating people right is
one of the greatest keys to a successful
business. As a tow operator, about 99%
of tows you respond to are people in a
negative situation. Bob says, “I teach my
guys when you see someone in severe
financial distress, take their vehicle to
their house at no charge. We don’t need
to put people in worse situation. It’s not
just about towing, it’s about compassion
and doing the right thing.” Also, we give
back to the men and women who step in
the line of fire for us. When we find out
we have a veteran in need of tow, we
don’t charge them. It is about treating
people right and doing the right thing—
that is how we grew our business.
I appreciate the time Bob Fouquette
gave me to share about his company, Big
Wheel Towing & Recovery and Recovery
Billing Unlimited. They built their business
in the early 1980’s on family, and now
they run their business on excellence and
compassion—a great standard for the
industry! u
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